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Preface
Algebraic curves are one of the most classical objects in mathematics. Their
study led to the development of many branches of mathematics, such as invariant
theory, Riemann surfaces, and algebraic geometry, with some of the biggest names
in mathematics, such as Abel, Jacobi, Riemann, Weierstrass, and Noether, contributing to a beautiful theory and laying the foundation for what is known today
as modern algebraic geometry.
In the last few decades, with the development of computational techniques
and the signiﬁcant growth in computer power, algebraic curves have found many
applications, most notably in algebraic coding theory, cryptography, and dynamical
systems. The goal of this book is to focus on such applications.
This volume consists of a variety of papers that combine classical questions
on algebraic curves with more recent developments and applications. While some
of the papers are long surveys covering such topics as automorphisms of algebraic
curves, Abelian and Jacobian varieties, and cryptography, other papers are focused
on new trends, such as tropical geometry, arithmetic statistics of the moduli space
of curves, and applications of curves to diﬀerential equations. Below we brieﬂy
describe each contribution.
Bekker and Zarhin study families of elliptic curves with rational torsion points
of even order. They construct explicitly versal families of elliptic curves with rational points of order 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12, respectively. They also construct versal
families of elliptic curves in characteristic 2 that admit a rational point of order 4
or 8.
Beshaj and Guest study the weighted moduli spaces of sextics. This is a continuation of a series of papers on the distribution of points in the moduli space of
genus two for which the ﬁeld of moduli is not a ﬁeld of deﬁnition. In this paper, they
use the weighted moduli height to investigate the distribution of ﬁne moduli points
in the moduli space of genus two curves. They show that for any √
genus two curve
with equation y 2 = f (x), its weighted moduli height is h(p) ≤ 23 3 · 5 · 7 · H(f ),
where H(f ) is the minimal naive height of the curve. Based on the weighted moduli
height h, they create a database of genus two curves deﬁned over Q with small h
and show that for small such height (h < 5) about 30% of points are ﬁne moduli
points.
Ford studies a family of non-normal double planes associated to hyperelliptic
curves. He generalizes the construction of a non-normal rational aﬃne double plane
X → A2k together with a one-to-one homomorphism from the subgroup of torsion
elements in the Picard group of C to the Brauer group of X to the situation where
C is an arbitrary aﬃne variety.
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Otake and Shaska study the discriminant of certain quadrinomials. They give
an explicit formula for the discriminant Δf (x) of the quadrinomials of the form
f (x) = xn + t(x2 + ax + b). The proof uses Bezoutians of polynomials. This
extends the work of Selmer, Mori, and others.
Dokchitser, Dokchitser, Maistret, and Morgan explore three combinatorial descriptions of semistable types of hyperelliptic curves over local ﬁelds: dual graphs,
their quotient trees by the hyperelliptic involution, and conﬁgurations of the roots
of the deﬁning equation (“cluster pictures”). They construct explicit combinatorial
one-to-one correspondences between the three, which furthermore respect automorphisms and allow one to keep track of the monodromy pairing and the Tamagawa
group of the Jacobian. They introduce a classiﬁcation scheme and a naming convention for semistable types of hyperelliptic curves and types with a Frobenius
action. This is the higher genus analogue of the distinction between good, split,
and non-split multiplicative reduction for elliptic curves.
Stout studies formal deformations of algebraic spaces and generalizations of
the motivic Igusa-zeta function. He generalizes the notion of the auto-Igusa-zeta
function to formal deformations of algebraic spaces. By incorporating data from
all algebraic transformations of local coordinates, this function can be viewed as a
generalization of the traditional motivic Igusa-zeta function. Furthermore, the author introduces a new series, which he calls the canonical auto-Igusa-zeta function,
whose coeﬃcients are given by the quotient stacks formed from the coeﬃcients of
the auto-Igusa-zeta function modulo change of coordinates.
Mandili and Shaska study computing heights on weighted projective spaces.
They extend the concept of height on projective spaces to that of weighted height
on weighted projective spaces and show the basic properties of this height and
how it can be used to study hyperelliptic/superelliptic curves. Some examples are
provided from the weighted moduli space of binary sextics and octavics.
Beshaj and Polak study the moduli space of genus three hyperelliptic curves
via the weighted projective space of binary octavics. This enables them to create a
database of genus three hyperelliptic curves of weighted moduli height h = 1. Genus
three hyperelliptic curves are some of the most interesting curves in cryptography
due to the many interesting properties of their Jacobians. It is the ﬁrst time that
a database on such curves is compiled and organized.
Broughton, Shaska, and Wootton give a complete survey of automorphism
groups of algebraic curves deﬁned over a ﬁeld F of characteristic p ≥ 0. This
is a classical problem with a rich and beautiful history with many notable mathematicians involved, such as Klein, Friecke, Wimann, Hurwitz, MacBeath, Accola,
Singerman, and Stichtenoth. The paper gives a comprehensive review of the main
results in zero characteristic and in positive characteristic. They display complete
tables of groups for all characteristics for genus g = 3 and g = 4 and give algorithms for how this can be done for any genus. This paper will be valuable for many
mathematicians who work in the area and want a single source for automorphisms
of algebraic curves. Several open problems are suggested throughout the paper.
Cortázar and Costa study the algebraic classiﬁcation of subgroups of hyperbolic
planar crystallographic groups. A planar Euclidean or hyperbolic crystallographic
group Δ is a subgroup of the group of isometries of the Euclidean plane E2 , respectively, the hyperbolic plane H2 , with compact orbit space. These groups are
classiﬁed algebraically by a symbol called signature and an equivalence relation
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deﬁned on the set of signatures. In 1990, A. H. M. Hoare gave an algorithm to
obtain the signature of a ﬁnite index subgroup of a planar crystallographic group.
Recently, authors Cortázar and Costa completed the algorithm of Hoare and implemented it in GAP.
Bujalance, Conder, Costa, and Izquierdo study regular dessins d’enfants with
4g automorphisms and Wiman’s curve. They show that with a few exceptions,
every regular dessin d’enfant with genus g having exactly 4g automorphisms is
embedded in Wiman’s curve of type II.
Hidalgo studies an explicit descent of real algebraic varieties. In this paper,
he gives an explicit method on how to compute the equations for real algebraic
varieties. The main tools used by the author are provided by the theory of ﬁelds of
moduli and ﬁelds of deﬁnition. The method used is a consequence of Weil’s descent
theorem.
Previato focuses on curves on isomonodromy and isospectral deformations:
Painlevé VI as a case study. Certain integrable dynamical problems can be described by isospectral deformations; under certain restrictions, the spectrum is an
algebraic curve. On the other hand, certain isomonodromy deformations may have
an associated algebraic curve, under certain restrictions on the monodromy group.
This manuscript is a survey of the study on the relation between isomonodromy
and isospectral deformations. The author shows a non-trivial result of the problem
in Benes and Previato [J. Phys. A 43 (2010), 434006, 14 pp.] and, based on the
result, shows the current state of the investigations of the relation.
Boston and Hao introduce a family of codes called quasi-quadratic residuecodes
in algebraic coding theory. These codes are interesting because their weight distributions play an important role in a famous conjecture in coding theory known
as Goppa’s conjecture. Furthermore, the weight of their codewords has a close
relation with the number of points on corresponding hyperelliptic curves. In the
second part, they implement a heuristic model to estimate the limiting behavior of
the number of points on related hyperelliptic curves over Fp as p goes to inﬁnity.
For primes p < 50, explicit calculations are given. These results provide evidence
that Goppa’s conjecture is dubious.
Frey and Shaska give the latest developments in the theory of curves, Jacobians,
and cryptography. In the ﬁrst part, they provide the necessary mathematical background on Abelian varieties, their torsion points, Honda-Tate theory, and Galois
representations, with emphasis on Jacobian varieties and hyperelliptic Jacobians.
In the second part, they focus on applications of Abelian varieties in cryptography
and treat separately elliptic curve cryptography and genus two and three cryptography, including Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange, index calculus in Picard groups,
isogenies of Jacobians via correspondences, and applications to discrete logarithms.
Several open problems and new directions are suggested.
We hope this book will be helpful to all mathematicians working with algebraic
curves, especially those who are crossing over from other areas of mathematics.
Special thanks to all of the authors who contributed papers, the referees for all of
their work and eﬀort, and the AMS production staﬀ for their help in preparing this
book.
Lubjana Beshaj and Tony Shaska
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This volume contains a collection of papers on algebraic curves and their applications.
While algebraic curves traditionally have provided a path toward modern algebraic geometry, they also provide many applications in number theory, computer security and cryptography, coding theory, differential equations, and more.
Papers cover topics such as the rational torsion points of elliptic curves, arithmetic statistics in the moduli space of curves, combinatorial descriptions of semistable hyperelliptic curves over local fields, heights on weighted projective spaces, automorphism groups
of curves, hyperelliptic curves, dessins d’enfants, applications to Painlevé equations, descent on real algebraic varieties, quadratic residue codes based on hyperelliptic curves, and
Abelian varieties and cryptography.
This book will be a valuable resource for people interested in algebraic curves and their
connections to other branches of mathematics.

